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Best Newcomer Jeans Designer in Europe

Firenze,Italia,24/07/2009 - The acclaimed, hot jeans designer in Europe, Christiano Argentini and Sieron
C.

July 24, 2009 - PRLog -- Firenze,Italia,24/07/2009 - The acclaimed, hot jeans designer in Europe,
Christiano Argentini and Sieron C. displays his latest collection of club and street-wear jeans online. The
Two designers jeans are not only the most sought after jeans in Europe but have made a niche in
international market too. Trewano launches this exclusive collection of Trewano jeans on demand from
lovers of designer jeans in Paris, Hong Kong, Moscow, Berlin, Rome and other parts of the world.

Jeans are very popular casual wearing around the world. Since its inception in 1850, there are many styles,
designs and colors of jeans but nothing could snatch its rough-tough status from it. It was first made to
withstand wears & tears of some laborious tasks that its wearer had to carry out. It still withstands this
rigorous nature and even put the same tag on its wearer – the rough tough guy. Designer jeans, because of
its unique styles and low-price are also equally popular to branded jeans. 

Trewano, the Italian jeans designer, answers all the fashion statements of zippy, zingy and zesty youth with
ultimate, individualistic and exotic collection of designer Denim jeans. The designer is known for putting
exceptional style and attraction in his jeans. “I just feel that they are specifically made for me” says Brian “I
feel great in Trewano’s denim” he adds. “These jeans perfectly reflect my passion for life” says Carl
another Trewano fan. 

The collection on display include “Die is certain Life is Not”, “Tribal Devil”, “Sexy Rose”, “Casanova”,
“Vulcano”, “The Worker” and other club and street wear jeans. The designer wears are available for men
and women from 15 to 40 years of age.

Since 1999, Trewano is a reputed brand in designer jeans in Europe and most bought brand among teens
and young in Germany, Holland, France, Russia, Spain and Italy. The popularity of Trewano designer jeans
can be judged by the fact that the new designs are awaited every week and picked within a few days of their
launch. No stock lasts longer than a few weeks on-line. “This also prompts us bring up more and more new
designs every week” says The Manager of Trewano Chris Leon.

Trewano jeans are cut from the best denim available in Europe and sewed with a thread powerful and
elastic enough to withstand any stretch or skew in the shape. Every stitch counts. The jeans are made to fit
from a tribal rebellion to a more formal leader in the herd. 

Trewano jeans, for both men and women, can be bought only in esclusive designer stores .if you want to
see the collection visit the website www.trewano.com . Designers at Trewano strive to invent a new model
in every of their creations, thus every peace of clothes has its unique identity and elegance to match its
wearer’s fantasy. 

Trewano jeans can be hand picked from their show-rooms around the world, as also listed on their website. 

Article:

King Of Designer Jeans

Jeans, around 1850s, were full or half size of pants or trousers made from denim clothe to sustain the wear
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and tear of some rigorous jobs performed by laborers in US and UK, like mining, digging, farming and
other similar tasks.

Today, jeans are a common casual wear around the world. Denim jeans, with their ability to sustain rough
and tough weather, harsh circumstances and capacity to withstand any environmental or wear-tear
challenges perfectly match the taste and interest of teens and young boys and girls round the world. This is
the genre that likes and uses these denim jeans most. 

Jeans are more a fashion statement today. Jeans serve a special impact to both its wearers, men and women,
with their distinct specialty. While its rugs and tears express the die-hard attitude in men, the same things
make a women look sexy and stylish.

Jeans in Europe
Jeans have a very close relation with Europe. In fact the word Jeans itself has been derived from a material
used by sailors of Italy. The word ‘denim’ comes from the name of a sturdy fabric called serge, which was
made in Nimes of France and called as ‘serge de nimes’. Europeans have never left wearing jeans. It has
been their choice since its inception.

The Branded Jeans
Denim jeans have far and wide market stretched across the world. There are many popular brands in jeans,
some of them are Levis, Wrangler, Diesel, Energie, Evisu, Coogi and many more. Levi’s date back to 1850
when Mr. Levi Struas himself cut his tent cloth to sew pants for miners; to withstand rigors of mining
during the gold rush. 

The Designer Jeans
Jeans are generally made of denim clothes with threads strong enough to keep the denim together even in
irregular stretches and skews. The popularity of the apparel, wide scope of their use and unlimited
possibilities of designer fantasies, the jeans soon attracted fashion designers to express their idea of using
age-old attire for modern legs; and satisfy the men from Mars and women from Venus. The popular
designer Jeans brand in Europe is Trewano, inspired by Christiano Argentini and Sieron C, an acclaimed
designer.

The Italian Jeans
The word Italian adds value to any fabric, apparel and other fashion accessories. There are many popular
brands of jeans in Italy, who have captured a good market all over the world by adding the word ‘Italian’
with their brand name. Italy is home to many jeans wholesaler, textile wholesaler, clothing wholesaler,
apparel wholesaler. 

The Denim
Denim is rugged cotton clothe, especially used in manufacturing of jeans. Denim is made of sturdy twill
woven with diagonal ribbing. The jeans are still made with same denim as it were years before. This is its
sturdiness that made it so popular among all ages of men and women round the world, especially young. 

Trewano the designer jeans
Trewano is well known designer jeans seller in European market. Promoted by Chris Leon, the sales
manager, Trewano launches very exotic collections of club and street-wear jeans for men and women aging
15-40 years. It has a captured wide international market for its designer jeans. Trewano designer jeans are
available in over 500 shops and boutiques in Paris, Hong Kong, Moscow, Berlin, Rome etc. The exotic
collection of designer is also available on designer’s own website www.trewano.com. Trewano is rightly
termed as King of Designer Jeans by its fans.
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--- End ---

Source Chris Leon
City/Town Certaldo
State/Province Florence
Zip 50052
Country Italy
Industry Fashion, Manufacturing
Tags Jeans Denim, Made In Italy, Men Jeans, Woman Jeans, Designer, Newcomer, Young Fashion
Link https://prlog.org/10291028
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